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SUMMARY
An extensive aerothermodynamic development program for the purpose of
advancing the technology of airbreathing propulsion for hypersonic flight has
been conducted by NASA in the form of the Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE)
Project. The engine components (inlet, combustor, and nozzle) aerothermody-
namic development program culminated in the testing of an engine which inte-
grated these components and allowed assessment of engine performance at Mach
numbers of 5, 6, and 7. This engine was termed the Aerothermodynamic Inte-
gration Model (AIM) and was a water-cooled, hydrogen-fueled, full-scale
configuration of the HRE design concept, 18 inches in diameter at the cowl lip
and 87 inches long.
Descriptions of the AIM tests and a computer program used in the engine
performance analyses, as well as data results and analyses, have been previous-
ly documented. All of the results of the engine performance computer program,
including enough information to enable additional analysis or interpretation
of the data, are reported in four volumes. Volume I presents Mach 6 component
integration results that were obtained with supersonic combustion. During
the integration tests, inlet unstart limits were determined for fuel injection
from the first stage fuel injectors only and for multi-stage fuel injection.
Optimization of the fuel injector combination that would yield the best
combustion and engine performance was attempted. Volume II presents Mach 6
engine performance results during supersonic and subsonic combustion modes.
Combustion mode transition was successfully performed, exit surveys made, and
effects of altitude, angle of attack, and inlet spike position were determined
during these tests. Volume III presents Mach 7 component integration and
engine performance results with supersonic combustion modes. Fuel injector
optimization was again attempted, exit surveys made, and the effects of low
free-stream total temperature, free-stream oxygen content, and angle of attack
were studied during these tests. Volume IV (present report) presents Mach 5
component integration and engine performance results with supersonic and subsonic
combustion modes. Combustion mode transition was successfully demonstrated,
exit surveys made, and effects of free-stream total temperature, free-stream
oxygen content, and angle of attack were investigated during these tests.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE) Project was undertaken to design,
develop, and construct a hypersonic research ramjet engine for high performance
and to flight test the developed concept on the X-15-2A airplane over the speed
range from Mach 3 to 8. It should be emphasized that from the beginning the
design was specified to be a research ramjet engine to conduct meaningful
experiments and was in no sense intended to be a small-scale prototype of a
propulsion system for any particular mission.
About one year after the development phase of the HRE program was underway,
the X-15 program was phased out; as a result, adjustments to the project plan
and scope were necessitated, which were, however, effected without detriment
to achievement of the basic project objectives. The result of the adjustment
was that ground testing became the major experimental effort for the HRE program.
Engine aerothermodynamic components (inlet, combustor, and nozzle) were developed
in separate ground-test programs. Results of the development tests are document-
ed in references 1 through 3. Regeneratively cooled engine structures were also
included in the ground-testing program. Tests of the hydrogen-cooled engine
structure progressed from small panels and problem area components in laboratory
setups to wind-tunnel tests at Mach 6.7 of a full-scale, flight-weight engine
termed the Structure.Assembly Model (SAM). Results of this program, which was
completed in May 1971i are reported in reference 4. Culmination of all the HRE
development testing was the engine tests of what was termed the Aerothermodynamic
Integration Model (AIM). The purpose of the tests of this full-scale, water-
cooled, hydrogen-fueled engine was to integrate the aerothermodynamic components
and to assess the engine performance at Mach numbers of 5, 6, and 7. Success-
ful tests of the AIM were completed in April 1974.
The AIM employed the HRE design concept of an axisymmetric engine, 18 inches
in diameter at the cowl lip and 87 inches long. Versatility was incorporated
into the AIM to allow: (1) inlet spike translation for optimum air flow and
inlet internal contraction ratio variation; and (2) hydrogen fuel injection for
tailored fuel distribution for proper heat release in a diverging combustor, and
to change the mode of combustion from supersonic to subsonic or vice versa. The
AIM tests are reported in reference 5 and data results of the tests have been
analyzed in terms of engine performance by use of a computer program (ref. 6)
generated during the HRE program. Results of these analyses are reported in
references 7 through 9.
The purpose of the present reports (herein and refs. 10 to 12) is to present
experimental engine performance results obtained from computer program analyses of
the test data. These results contain the free-stream conditions, pressure distri-
butions, fuel injection configuration and rate, etc., that should enable additional
analysis or interpretation of results other than those previously reported. It
should be noted that all units are in U.S. Customary Units because the data
results from the HRE contracts, which were initiated in May 1965 with a follow-
on effort in February 1967, were under that system. Because of the cost that
would have been incurred if the contractors had been required to change to the
metric system, the U.S. Customary Units were retained through the HRE contrac-
tual effort; this procedure is consistent with the guidelines for conversion
established by NASA.
SYMBOLS




P or p pressure, psia
r radius, in.
Rp. cowl lip radius at 12° tangent point (see table 3), in.
x longitudinal distance from inlet spike virtual tip (see table 3), in.
Xp, longitudinal distance from inlet spike virtual tip to the cowl lip
LL
 12° tangent point (see table 3), in.
Ax longitudinal distance inlet centerbody moved from inlet physical
close-off, in.
AAx difference between an actual xn value and the Mach 6 xr. value
of 34.884 in., in. tL LL
T temperature, °R
a angle of attack, deg.
<j> fuel equivalence ratio; value of unity is for stoichiometric com-
bustion (subscript symbols or notations, such as cj>,. or ER1A,
represent the values for the designated fuel injector (e.g., 1A),








Experimental tests of the HRE/AIM were conducted in the Plum Brook Hyper-
sonic Tunnel Facility (HTF) (figs. 1(a) and l(b)) at nominal Mach numbers of
5, 6, and 7. The AIM is shown partially installed in the HTF in the photographs
of figures l(c) and l(d). During the tests the engine was nearly completely
enshrouded except for an 11-inch gap between the facility nozzle exit and the
front of the shroud as depicted in the schematic of figure l(e). This test
configuration was suggested by results of a subscale tunnel starting investiga-
tion reported in reference 13.
A description of the facility and the results of calibration tests are
presented in reference 14. The test facility used an induction-heated, drilled-
core graphite storage bed to raise the temperature of nitrogen to a nominal
4960° R at a maximum design pressure of 1200 psia. The nitrogen was mixed with
ambient-temperature oxygen to produce synthetic air. Diluent nitrogen was
added with the oxygen in the mixture at tunnel Mach numbers below 7 to control
free-stream total temperature and to supply the correct weight flow. Because
of facility heater deterioration and a lack of time to implement necessary
repairs, true temperature simulation of 3700° R at Mach 7 was not achieved; a
maximum temperature of about 3100° R was obtained.
The original test plan is summarized in table 1. Because of testing
problems and limitations in facility schedule, the test plan was altered to
provide a maximum of data to meet the test objectives. Details of the AIM
tests are described in reference 5. General test conditions, results, and.
remarks of the AIM tests were tabulated in references 5 and 9 and are presented
herein as table 2. All tests (reading numbers in second column) are listed
including the tests that were aborted because of tunnel starting or other
problems. Run numbers were assigned to AIM reading numbers or groups of AIM
reading numbers with the same test objective (some readings represent zero
success, partial success, or are reruns of others) to provide a means for a
cross-check with the original plan.
Model
The HRE/AIM was a full-scale (18 inches in diameter at the cowl and 87
inches long), water-cooled, hydrogen-fueled research engine. Details of the
design and fabrication of the AIM have been reported in references 16 through
29. The design is described generally in references 5 and 9, and some diffi-
culties encountered with the AIM during the tests are discussed in reference
5.
A schematic of the AIM is presented in figure 2 and the coordinates are
listed in table 3. The AIM incorporated a mixed compression inlet with a trans-
lating spike that enabled the close-off of the engine (an early HRE program
requirement). The inlet was designed for spike translation to the most open
position for Mach 4 to 6 operation with spillage occurring up to Mach 6. At
Mach 6 "shock-on-lip" occurred, and from Mach 6 to 8 the spike was designed to
translate to maintain shock-on-lip over this Mach number range. An "upsloping
throat" was incorporated in the inlet which enabled the inlet to not only main-
tain shock-on-lip with spike translation for Mach 6 to 8, but also to have
increased inlet contraction ratio with increased Mach number. The combustor
was designed with diverging walls and the area distribution is shown in
figure 3(a) with fuel injector locations indicated. Figure 3(b) presents a
sketch of the combustor with the locations of the staged fuel injectors and two
sets of igniters indicated (a third set of ignitors planned for the outerbody at an
x-station of 54.38 inches was not installed). The set of ignitors at an x-station of
42.0 inches malfunctioned and use was discontinued (see fig. 3(b)) about midway
in the Mach 6 test program (see discussion in ref. 5). Injectors 1A, IB, 1C, 4,
2A, and 2C were designed to allow optimum distribution of the fuel in the com-
bustor to obtain a fuel equivalence ratio, $, of unity during the supersonic
combustion mode. During the supersonic combustion mode, it was desired to
inject the maximum amount of fuel from the first-stage injectors (1A and IB)
without unstarting the inlet; all of the fuel was designed to be injected from
injectors 1A and IB at Mach 8. Injectors 3A and 3B were designed for use in
the subsonic combustion mode. The locations are tabulated in figure 3(b) for
the designed Mach 6 inlet operating position; cowl lip positions other than the
Mach 6 position (because of spike translation) result in different x-station
values for the injectors and ignitors on the outer wall and also for injector
3B. These changes are accounted for'in the performance results presented herein.
Instrumentation
Planned instrumentation for the AIM is documented in reference 15. All of
the instrumentation planned was not used because of facility instrumentation
recording channel limitations or damages to instrumentation in inaccessible
places during the AIM final assembly or during AIM repairs at the test site. A
list of all planned instrumentation is presented in table 4 (obtained from, ref.
5) with notations indicating the items not installed or damaged, the recording
channel numbers for each item used, and the ranges of the pressure transducers
or thermocouples.
Method of Calculation
A computer program that incorporated methods described in reference 15 was
used in reducing the data from the AIM tests to engineering units. Listings of
this program were checked for accuracy and determination of steady-state
conditions. Times of interest were selected from each run and the information
from the engineering units computer program was used in a performance analysis
computer program which incorporated methods described in reference 6. After the
erroneous surface pressures were eliminated, the remaining pressures at each
station were averaged by the performance computer program which then performed
surface-pressure integration by linear interpolation and determined the skin-
friction coefficients. Chemical equilibria of the synthetic air and fuel-air
mixtures were calculated by the program using methods described in reference 30.
Description of Performance Program Methods
General.- Several methods were used to establish validity of critical
parameters, such as the wind tunnel Mach number. The first method used curves
generated from instrumentation rakes installed during calibration of the wind
tunnel. The second method used measured values of wind tunnel total pressure
and temperature, and pitot pressure at the spike tip along with real-gas, normal-
shock solution to calculate the wind tunnel Mach number. The third method used
measured values of wind tunnel total temperature, spike-tip pitot pressure,
and spike cone surface pressure, along with the real-gas, normal-and conical-
shock solutions, to calculate the wind tunnel Mach number. Calculations made
utilizing each of the three methods indicated good agreement. After confidence
was established in the three methods, the use of the third method was discon-
tinued, since it required excessive computer time. Additional information con-
cerning tunnel Mach number determination is contained in reference 9.
The conditions at the inlet throat were determined by computing the momentum
and total enthalpy from the pressure forces and accounting for friction and
heat losses incurred on the inlet spike and the internal surfaces. The inlet
mass flow ratio and additive drag were determined from theoretical calculations
(ref. 31). Pressures used in these calculations were obtained as follows:
(1) for conditions where inlet start was obtained (Mth > 1), the calculated
mass-momentum-average static pressure was used, and the measured static pressures
at the throat were not used; and (2) for conditions where inlet unstart was
experienced (M^h ^ 1), the average of the measured static pressures at the
throat was used with the Mach number constrained to unity to calculate spillage
and additive drag.
For both cases above, the flow was analytically expanded (isentropically)
from the inlet throat conditions to the freestream static pressure in order to
determine the hypothetical static enthalpy and associated velocity which are
required to compute the inlet kinetic energy efficiency and the inlet process
efficiency (as required under the contract statement of work). Also the flow
was analytically compressed (isentropically) from the inlet throat conditions
until the calculated total enthalpy matched the known total enthalpy after heat
loss. For a started inlet, a side calculation was made by isentropically
expanding the flow to an area which was arbitrarily set 10 percent larger than
the throat area (for flow stability). At this point, the flow was passed through
a normal shock. The limiting subsonic pressure recovery for the inlet and the
corresponding kinetic energy and process efficiencies were then determined from
conditions downstream of the normal shock. These inlet performance parameters
were considered of interest as indicators of the overall inlet performance and
of flow conditions prior to inlet unstart.
Two methods were used to calculate conditions at the combustbr stations:
(1) up to the first station where fuel was injected, the mass-momentum-averaged
static pressure that satisfied the state, continuity, momentum, and energy
equations was calculated; and (2) at stations downstream of the first fuel
injector the average of the measured innerbody and outerbody pressures was used,
and the combustor efficiency was calculated to satisfy the conservation equations.
For these methods it was assumed that the flow area equals the geometric duct
area (no flow separation). The amount of hydrogen required to react in order
to satisfy the measured static pressure, the duct area, the heat loss, and the
conservation equations is computed by the program. Of the total hydrogen injected
or present in the flow at a given station, the amount which reacts has been
named "real" hydrogen and is used in the equilibrium chemistry process being
completed. The hydrogen which is not reacting has been named "inert" hydrogen.
The concept of real and inert hydrogen and the station-wise conversion from
inert to real is simply a bookkeeping procedure in the program which simulates
or "models" the mixing process. The inert hydrogen is assumed to have the
properties of an inert gas, not to react with other species, and not to
dissociate.
The combustor throat was defined as the point of minimum-flow area between
the struts in the subsonic combustion mode and at the strut exit plane in the
supersonic combustion mode. When the computed one-dimensional Mach number at
the assumed combustor exit was found to be less than 0.95, the computation was
considered to improperly represent the subsonic combustor flow situation in
that the flow must have reached a sonic point further downstream. With the
area increasing added combustion (heat release) downstream of the assumed com-
bustor exit station is implied. Therefore, a side calculation was made of the
combustor efficiency required to produce sonic velocity at the assumed combustor
exit station, as if this added heat release occurred prior to the assumed com-
bustor exit station. For this condition, the performance program printout
shows results under the heading SONIC THROAT (e.g., reading 94, time 150.342 sec).
The regeheratively cooled combustor performance ("COMBUSTOR REGEN" in the
performance program printout) was simulated by recalculating the total enthalpy
at the combustor exit as the sum of the free-stream enthalpy of the synthetic
air, the enthalpy of the hydrogen fuel at 50°R, and the absolute value of the.
heat loss through all the engine surfaces wetted by the internal flow stream.
Using this total enthalpy, the stream total pressure, and the same combustion
efficiency, the combustor exit static-state properties were also computed.
Nozzle performance was obtained by isentropically expanding the flow from
the actual and regeneratively cooled combustor exits to the nozzle exit area
and to ambient pressure ("NOZZLE AE" and "NOZZLE PO" in the performance program
printout). The flow was then isentropically expanded from the actual combustor
throat to those nozzle stations representing the locations of pressure taps,
and the local skin-friction coefficients were calculated using the Spalding-
Chi correlation. The nozzle vacuum stream thrust coefficient was also computed.
This coefficient is arbitrarily defined in previous HRE documents (e.g., refs.
"3 and 15) as the ratio of the actual nozzle exit total momentum (stream thrust) .
divided by the theoretical nozzle exit total momentum where the flow was
isentropically expanded from the combustor exit conditions to the nozzle exit
area (512.389 in^). The actual nozzle exit total momentum was determined by
taking the combustor exit total momentum and adding (or subtracting) the
pressure force, the friction force, and one-half of the calculated drag force (one-
half of strut assumed to be charged to the nozzle component). The hypothetical
static enthalpy resulting from the computed isentro.pic expansion from the com-
bustor exit conditions to the free-stream static pressure was used to calculate
the nozzle kinetic energy and process efficiencies.
Side calculation's were made of a fictitious stagnation combustion process
(constant pressure and zero velocity) with 100 percent combustion efficiency
and no loss to the walls (denoted in the performance program printout as
"FICTIVE COMBUSTOR"), followed by an isentropic expansion to ambient pressure
to obtain the combustor effectiveness. Also to obtain the combustor effective-
ness, the flow at the combustor exit was expanded to free-stream static pressure
and the total momentum at this pressure was determined. The combustor effec-
tiveness (ref. 15) is then the change in total momentum for the actual combustor
process from the combustor entrance condition to the expanded (free-stream static
pressure) condition divided by the change in total momentum for the fictitious
process mentioned above from the combustor entrance condition to the expanded
(free-stream static pressure) condition. Side calculations were also made of
a fictitious nozzle to determine the static and total conditions ("FICTIVE
NOZZLE" in the performance program printout) required to match the actual
vacuum specific impulse at the nozzle exit.
Calculation of cooling load distribution.- For the AIM tests, the heat
loss distribution was determined from the differences between the skin thermo-
couples inbedded in the engine surfaces and the cooling water temperatures.
Standard heat-transfer equations were used to obtain local heat losses. These
losses were then adjusted linearly with the overall heat loss as measured by
the overall water temperature rise. The detailed equations and procedures
used for these computations are presented in reference 9.
Tare forces.- Purge nitrogen was injected in the AIM cavity between the
non-metric "windshield" shroud and the metric outerbody to assure that hot
tunnel gases did not enter into this cavity. This method produced a large tare
force which was of the same order of magnitude as the engine net thrust. An
effort was made to reduce and even control the tare force by suitable control
of the pressures in two parts of the cavity. This tare-force control concept
was, however, not achieved. Since the thrust is considered the most important
measurement in evaluating the engine performance, special tare-force calibration
tests were made and the results carefully correlated in order to determine the
correction for the measured thrust. The method and procedures are described,
in detail in references 5 and 9.
External drag.- The external drag was calculated from the summation of
pressure and friction forces acting on the external metric surfaces of the AIM.
The method and procedures are described in reference 9.
Strut force calculation.- The performance program was originally programmed
to calculate strut force based on a theoretical calculation, assuming uniform
flow ahead of the strut. This force should be a drag term since, theoretically,
pressures downstream of the maximum strut blockage should be lower than upstream.
However, test data indicate that this is only true with subsonic combustion.
Upon examination of the test data, it appeared that measured static pressures
between struts on both the inner and outer walls (there were no measurements
along the strut surfaces) could be used to represent the forces occurring on
the strut surface. Thus, a pressure integral was used to determine the strut
force and a calculation was also made for strut base pressure as discussed in
reference 9.
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Performance correction for regenerative!y cooled system.- The AIM incor-
porated a water-cooled jacket in which heat was rejected and not recovered. In
order to compensate for this heat loss, hydrogen fuel was heated up to 1500° R
to simulate a regeneratively cooled system. The deficiency of energy in the
system in terms of theoretical energy release was less than 10 percent in all
cases.
In order to correct this deficiency, the performance computer program
(ref. 6) incorporated a side calculation in which the energy deficiency,
because of the heat loss through internal surfaces, was added to the stream at
the combustor exit with no total pressure change. The flow was then expanded
to the nozzle exit with measured nozzle efficiency. The differences between
the heat added to fuel and the internal cooling loss are presented for several
tests in reference 9 as table 6.6-1.
Performance correction for inlet total temperature.-Because of the
facility heater deterioration, the true temperature simulation of 3700° R at
Mach 7 was not achieved (the test Mach number was generally about 7.25 requir-
ing a simulation temperature of about 3960° R). It is known that the effect "of
decreasing total temperature is to increase the engine performance. Therefore,
it is necessary to correct the measured performance for Mach 7 (ref. 12) to
properly account for deviations in test conditions. Theoretical calculations
indicate that,at Mach 7, a decrease of 560° R would increase the thrust coef-
ficient by 5 percent and the specific impulse by 3.5 percent. The accomplish-
ment of this correction in the performance computer program (ref. 6) employed
the methods discussed in reference 9.
Determination of tunnel gas composition.- The oxygen-to-nitrogen ratio
was determined from the flow measurements of oxygen, diluent nitrogen, and
nitrogen entering the storage heater, and checked by gas samples taken through
two aspirating thermocouple probes 180° apart in the facility nozzle entrance
prior to each run. The samples were collected in high-pressure bottles and
later analyzed on a mass-spectrometer. The measured compositions for each
run are presented in reference 9 as table 6.8-1. The one-dimensional perfor-
mance computer program (ref. 6) used only the N£ and 02 values.
RESULTS
Selected points of interest of the HRE/AIM test data have been analyzed
by use of the one-dimensional performance analysis computer program (ref. 6).
The amount of material generated requires four volumes. Mach 5 component
integration and engine performance results are presented herein. Mach 6 compo-
nent integration results, Mach 6 engine performance results, and Mach 7 component
integration and engine performance results are presented in references 10 to 12,
respectively. All of these results were used in references 7 through 9 in the
discussion of the results of the AIM test program.
Selected Test Points for Performance Analysis
Details of the AIM tests were discussed in reference 5 which included
a list of all the HRE/AIM tests; this list is contained herein as table 1
(included in each volume). The individual AIM tests were recorded as consecu-
tive reading numbers that extended through number 97 for a total operation
time of 112 minutes with 41.5 minutes of combustor operations. About 60
successful tests are noted in the first column of table 2.
Reference 5 documented the fuel injection schedules, both planned and
measured, for the successful tests. The measured fuel injection schedules for
the successful Mach 5 tests are contained herein for convenience in figure 4.
Such plots were reviewed and points (run time) of interest were selected for
performance analysis. The selected points were listed in reference 9 and
are included in tables 5(a) through 5(d) for the results presented in references
10 through 12 and herein, respectively, where the times correspond to the
abscissa in figure 4. The first column of table 5 indicates the page number
of the initial page of the data for a given test point (specific time of a
reading number). Table 5 indicates the general test conditions and fuel
injection equivalence ratios, <j>, for the first-, second-, and third stage
injectors and the accumulative <J>-value. Also, the use of igniters is indicated
and the general purpose of the test is noted.
Vagaries in the test program that should be noted (table 5, last column)
are:
(1) Fuel equivalence ratio values, $, in table 5 for reading 93 are lower
than the values indicated by the fuel injection schedule (fig. 4(a)). In
preparation for the performance'analysis, the tunnel measured oxygen content
was found to be about 34 percent instead of the standard 21 percent; therefore,
the fuel equivalence ratios were corrected to account for the difference in
the available oxygen for combustion.
(2) Time 235 seconds in reading 90 is for an inlet unstart condition.
With an unstart, the captured mass flow is, of course, greatly decreased,and
since the fuel flow rate is still high, the <j>-value would be high as indicated,
therefore this time is not very meaningful.
(3) At Mach 7 the agreement between computed thrust (a function of /pda)
and measured thrust was not nearly as favorable as experienced for Mach 6.
Examination of the surface static pressure distributions on the outer combustor
surface in the vicinity of the pressure rise indicated some pressure instrumen-
tation to be faulty. For reading 89, more reasonable values were substituted
for the measured pressures and the performance recomputed. The recomputation
was performed for two different times, 316.47 and 327.27 seconds (see table
5(c)), and the results indicate a much more favorable agreement between the
computed and measured thrust. The channel numbers in which new pressure values
were substituted are noted on the first page of the results for these two times.
A more detailed discussion of this exercise is contained in reference 9 (section
7.7.2 Mach 7 Performance).
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(4) Times 264.04, 274.84, and 275.74 seconds of reading 96 had a fuel
flow measurement malfunction that indicated no fuel flow from injector IB. Injector
IB manifold pressure, however, indicated flow to exist at pressure levels about
equal to planned pressure levels (<J>-values about the same as for injector 1A).
The performance calculations for these times of reading 96 erroneously used
only fuel flow from injector 1A.
(5) At time 313.54 seconds, also of reading 96, the test chamber pressure
was noted to be high, thus yielding unrealistically high pressures on the AIM
nozzle shroud and plug that would,of course,contribute erroneously to increased
engine thrust.
Description of Performance Computer Results
The selected points listed in table 5 were analyzed using the performance
computer program described in reference 6. As noted in the Method of Computa-
tion section, the AIM test data were reduced to engineering units and reviewed
for erroneous data. Such data were "coded out" in the performance computer
program. Table 6 indicates the channels that were coded out. The COXX indi-
cates the code outs for a reading number, e.g., for reading 33, C033 is
indicated. Channels that are coded out are listed adjacent to the notation
KODSEL, e.g. , for reading 33 the first and last of 85 coded out channels are
60 and 399, respectively. The locations and type of measurement for the listed
channels may be determined by referring to table 4.
Several points (run time) of interest were selected for each run as indi-
cated in table 5. The page numbers indicated in the first column of table 5
are output listings of the performance computer program (ref. 6). For each
time of interest there are seven or eight pages of computer output listings.
On each of these pages a standard heading exists: READING number (test number);
BLOCK number (numbered sequentially and corresponding to recording times of test
data); TIME (of data recording, seconds); MACH number (in wind tunnel); PT (total
pressure in wind tunnel, psia); TT (total temperature in wind tunnel, °R); and
PAGE number.
Station flow parameters.- A summary of flow parameters at each calculation
station in the AIM is contained on pages 1, 2, and 3. Each station is headed by
a station designator (i.e., WIND TUNNEL, INLET THROAT, COMBUSTOR, etc.), followed
by three integers (the zero following the combustor designator is meaningless).
The first integer denotes the station number, the second denotes the combustor
station, and the third denotes the number of interations required to converge on
a solution. The third integer may assume values between 0-21, 100-121, and
200-221. A value of the third integer equal to 21 denotes that the mass flow
was too great or the flow area too small to obtain a solution, 121 denotes that
the solution for total conditions did not converge in 21 interations and 200-221
denotes that the mass flow was too small or the flow area too large to obtain a
solution. When both solutions for static and total conditions have converged,
the third integer may assume the values 1-20 or 101-120 depending upon which
solution (static or total) required the larger number of interations. Columns
2-8 have two rows of values for each station; total and static conditions in
first and second rows, respectively.
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Most of the station designators are self-explanatory. The first appearance
of the designators WIND TUNNEL and SPIKE TIP NS (NS = NORMAL SHOCK) reports
conditions in wind tunnel and upstream of the spike tip based on a wind tunnel
Mach number determined from calibration runs. The second appearance of these
designators reports these conditions based on a wind-tunnel Mach number calcula-
ted from the total and pitot pressures and the total temperature of the synthetic
air applied*to the normal shock equations. The designators INLET UPNRSK and
INLET DNNRSK denote conditions upstream and downstream of a normal shock positioned
at a fictitious flow area 1.10 times the flow area at the inlet throat. The
designator COMBUSTOR REGEN denotes, for cases with fuel flow, conditions at the
combustor throat simulating a regeneratively cooled ramjet. In some cases (e.g.,
reading 94 time 150.342 sec) the designator SONIC THROAT appears ahead of the
COMBUSTOR REGEN. This denotes the results discussed in section entitled "Descrip-
tion,of Performance Program Methods." NOZZLE AE and NOZZLE PO report conditions
when the flow is expanded isentropically to the nozzle exit area and to the wind-
tunnel static pressure, respectively. NOZZLE AE REGEN and NOZZLE PO REGEN denote,
for cases with fuel flow, conditions at the nozzle exit simulating a regeneratively
cooled ramjet. FICTIVE COMBUSTOR denotes stagnation combustion conditions (zero
velocity and constant pressure) with combustor efficiency equal to unity. FICTIVE
NOZZLE reports conditions required to match the actual momentum and nozzle exit
area.
Definition and units of parameters in the SUMMARY REPORT, pages 1-3 in
the computer listings, are listed below:
P - pressure, psia
T - temperature, °R
H - enthalpy*, Btu/lb
GAMMA - specific heat ratio
MOLWT - molecular weight
SONV - conic velocity, ft/sec
MACH - Mach number
VEL - flow velocity, ft/sec
S - entropy, Btu/lbm-°R
W/A - flow rate per unit area, Ibp/sq in
W - flow rate, lbm/sec
A/AC - mass flow ratio
M0MTM - flow momentum, Ibf
Q - dynamic pressure, lbf/sq in
IVAC - vacuum specific impulse, Ibf-sec/1bm
PHI - equivalence ratio (see discussion in
Ramjet Performance section)
ETAC - combustor efficiency
*Two values were reported. The first value (column 4) was the JANNAF-based
enthalpy. The value in parentheses (column 5) was the enthalpy potential
or the sensible enthalpy based on the equation
E










P,idT + ? f Cp,idT1 -' n
where: C_j is specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lbm - °R, and Oi(T) is
the mass Traction of the specie i as a function of temperature and Hf is fuel enthalpy.
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Cooling and surface-pressure parameters.- Surface pressures, cumulative
surface-pressure integrals, cumulative cooling losses, cumulative surface area,
and pressure ratios for axial distances from the AIM virtual spike tip are
listed on pages 4 and 5.
Definitions and units of the parameters are as follows:
XABS - axial distance from virtual spike tip, in
P-IB - surface pressure on innerbody, psia
P-0B - pressure on cowl inner surface, psia .. x
PDA - cumulative surface-pressure integral, / ^pdA, ibfJQ
Q0X - cumulative total cooling loss, Btu/sec
Q-IB - cumulative cooling loss from innerbody, Btu/sec
Q-0B - cumulative cooling loss from outerbody, Btu/sec
CAWALL - cumulative surface area, sq in
P-IB/PS0 - innerbody static to wind-tunnel static-pressure ratio
.P-IB/PT0 - innerbody static to wind-tunnel total-pressure ratio
P0B/PS0 - outerbody surface static to wind-tunnel static-pressure ratio
P0B/PT0 - outerbody surface static to wind-tunnel total-pressure ratio
Drag and heat-transfer coefficients.- Longitudinal values of drag force
and drag and heat-transfer coefficients are listed on page 6 (for some cases
on page 6 and 7). Definition and units of the parameters are as follows:
X - axial distance from spike virtual tip, in
DDRAG - incremental frictional drag force, Iff
CDRAG - cumulative frictional drag force, lb^
Cp - friction-drag coefficient
HC - heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(sec-sq ft-°R )
Ramjet performance.- AIM performance parameters and pertinent information
are contained on page 7 (page 8 for some cases). The performance parameters
are generally self-explanatory; detailed discussion about the methods of com-
putation are presented in references 6 and 9. Parameters listed below STATIONS
are presented since they are related (except for the inlet throat) to the cowl
leading-edge station. The NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE refers to the xn (table 3)
value for the Mach 6 design operating position. SPIKE TRANSLATION isT;he
recorded distance between the nominal and the actual xn value (this distance
is designated as AAx in symbols and used in figure 3(a)T; all dimensions other
than those for the inlet spike are corrected by this amount.
The fuel injectors and their corrected stations in inches are shown. A
letter in the VALVE column indicates the injectors that were in use during the
respective time. Table 5 indicates the general fuel equivalence ratio values
for the various injector stages. The actual fuel equivalence ratio, however,
for each injector can be determined by noting the step increases in the PHI
column on the output, pages 1-3, for the respective time (ignore 0.01 or 0.02
changes); the step difference at the combustor station corresponding to the
indicated injector station is the <f>-value for the respective injector.
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SUMMARY OF TESTS
The Hypersonic Research Engine/Aerothermodynamic Integration Model was
tested in the NASA Hypersonic Tunnel Facility at the Plum Brook Station of the NASA
Lewis Research Center. Synthetic air (heated nitrogen with proper amount of
oxygen added) was delivered by the facility at nominal Mach numbers of 5, 6,
and 7. The Mach 5 and 6 tests were conducted at true air temperature while
Mach 7 tests were conducted at Mach 6 temperature (3000° R) because of heater
deficiency. Changes in total temperature and instream oxygen content at
Mach 5 and 7 were also explored. The hydrogen fuel was heated up to 1500° R
prior to injection to simulate a regeneratively cooled system.
The engine testing was completed with an accumulated actual running
time of about 112 minutes with 41.5 minutes of combustor operation. The
important achievements realized from this test program which advanced the
state-of-the-art in hypersonic propulsion were discussed in detail in reference
9 and are:
1. Realistic engine performance levels for hypersonic flight were
obtained from Mach 5 to 7.
Test Internal Internal
Mach Equivalence Thrust Specific
No. Ratio Coefficient Impulse
5.1 1.0 0.910 2740
6.0 1.0 0.735 2360
7.25 1.0 0.570 2170
2. Engine inlet performance agreed well with theoretical prediction.
Combustor efficiency of 95 percent was achieved. Nozzle vacuum thrust
coefficient was lower than predicted.
3. ' The interaction effects in staged fuel injection were very important
in achieving auto-ignition, high combustor efficiency, and overall
performance. High supersonic combustor efficiency in a diverging duct
was difficult to achieve. The strong stage interaction effects
discovered during these tests may be used to great advantage in
future designs.
4. The "transonic combustion" or "mixed combustion mode" was the most
efficient heat addition process in the range of Mach numbers and
temperatures tested in this program.
5. The effects of igniters, altitudes, spike translation, fuel schedules,
angle of attack, step and struts, inlet gas composition, inlet total
temperature, and component interactions were investigated and correlated.
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6. Stable subsonic and supersonic combustion and convertibility over a
range of fuel equivalence ratios at Mach 5 and 6 was demonstrated.
7. The overall cooling load and its distribution as compared with
theoretical prediction was determined.
8. Experience was acquired in free jet testing in a ground test
facility with large model blockage and combustion.
15
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Table 1. - Summary of planned HRE/AIM wind tunnel tests,
























































































































































































































































I*. Ib, 2e, 2c
l«, Ib, Ic, t
T60
I*. Ib, 2a, 2c
14. Ib, 2a, 2c
li, Ib. 2a, 2c
It. Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
3a. 3b
3a, 3b
la. Ib. 2a. 2c
la. Ib, 2a, 2c




la, Ib, 2a. 2c
Ic, 4, 2a. 2c
la, Ib, Ic, 4
TRO
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib. 2a, 2c
la. Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, li
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2i
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, Ib, 2a, 2c
la, 3b









































































































































RUN TYPE AND PURPOSE
Purge force, nomine! c«$e
Purge force, effect of spike position
Purge force, effect of engle of attack
Operation checkout, effect of higher TTO
Airflow calibration, effect of altitude
Airf low cetibretion, nominal case
Air f low calibration, effect of angle of Attack
Inlet-combustor performance, ignition and inlet unstart l im i t s
Inlet-combustor performance, injector optimization
**' 1 J P '
Inlet*combustor performance, effect of altitude
Inlet-comfaustor performance, ef fect of al t i tude
pe ^ P
Inlet-combustor performance, subsonic combust ion
Engine performance, subsonic combustion and transition
Engine performance, nominal case
Engine performance, effect of altitude
Engine performance, ef fect of angle of attack
Purge force
Ai r f low calibration, effect of angle of attack
'
pe , g




Intet-combustor performance, effect of altitude
Inlet-combustor performance, effect of spike position
Inlet-combustor performance, effect of spike position
Inlet-combustor performance, effect of spike position
f.ngina performance, nominal case
Engine performance, effect of altitude
Engine performance, effect of angle of attack
Purge fore*
Airf low calibration
Inlet-combustor performance, nominal case effect of altitude
Inlet-combustor performance, and igniter flow rate
Engine performance, supersonic combustion
Cnglne performance, subsonic combustion
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Table 3. - AIM aerodynamic coordinates
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(d) Cowl lip design positions























Table 4, - HRE/AIM Instrumentation
(obtained from ref. 5). .
(a) Coding for instrumentation list.
The code for the instrumentation listed in the "Identification" column
is as follows: Sample, S-P-U.492-00! I'-90-3 (A-B-C-D-E-F).
"A" designates the component on which the instrumentation is located:
S = inlet spike assembly .
I = Innerbody assembly
NP = nozzle plug assembly
CO = cowl leading edge assembly (outside)
C = cowl leading edge assembly (combustor side)
0 = outerbody
N = nozzle shroud (combustor side)
NO = nozzle shroud (outside)
CE = combustor exit
EF = engine airflow-metering duct
F = fluids
"8" designates type of instrumentation
P = pressure
T = temperature
"C" designates the location of the instrumentation in terms of station,
with the inlet spike assembly positioned for testing at Mach 6 condition.
"0" designates the angular location In degrees and minutes. —
"E" designates position of the pressure pickup with respect to airflow
in degrees, or, if the Instrument is a temperature sensor, it designates
the thermocouple:
CA = chromel alumel
CuC = copper constantan
P/rh = platinum-platinum/rhodium
"F" designates the leg through which the leads are brought out.
An "X" anywhere in the Identification Code Indicates that the parameter
was not applicable.
xxx/yy In the "Reading No." column Indicates the Channel No. (xxx) on
which the parameter was recorded,and the rated capacity (yy) of the
transducer used.
The "N/U" Code In the "Reading No." Column Indicates channels that were
not used.
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Table 5. - Summary of HRE/AIM test points used for analyses.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































Max. 9, engine unstart
1st stage only
1st and 2nd stages
Max. <t>, 3 stages
















** Because of insufficient valid engine surface pressure
measurements, performance results were not obtained.
a Listings not available. 35
Table 5. - Continued.








































































































































































1 A. IB/. 24













1 A, IB/. 21.
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Effect of spike position
1





















Table 5. - Continued,













































































































































































































1 A, IB/. 26



























































































































































































w i t h Instrumentation r ig*




Recotnputations were made with surface pressure substitutions
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Table 5. - Continued,



















































































































































































































































































































































































No fue l injection
2nd stage "nly
Subsonic combustion
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KDOSEL 60. 65, 67, I), It, IS, It, 17, II, 91, 92,123,12»,lt«,15t,156,151,160,162,Itt
KOOSEL 165,Itt.ltl.171,172,17*.17),17t,110,111.112,II), 116,191, 206
KDOSEl 201,212,226.221,2)0,2)1.2)6,2)9.2*0,2*1,2t»,2*1. 2*9,290,292
KOOSEl 305, 306,307,30t.509,310,311,312,313,SI*,515,316.317,311,319




AT 3(2>;SET VAK 11, INITRO)-.7)*tl,VAK 11, IOXY)-.265S2|OISPLAY VAK11, INITRO), VAldl. IOIT)
QUALIFY STAPRS
AT )20<2);DISPIAY 'INPUT PSI(l.l). THEN TYPE 00'
PROCDEF CO)*
KDOSEL SO. IS, 67, I*, IS, It, 17, II. 91.12). 12*. 1*1.1)». lit. 151. 110.111. II*
KOOSEL Itf.lfl.171,172.17*.171.110.Ill,112. II),lit.191,195,199,201
KDOSEL 206,20l.212,22t,22l,I)0,2)l,2)t,2tO,2*l,2t*,2tl.2t9.2S2,290,291
KDOSEl 305,306,307,301,309,310,311,312,315,51*,315, 316,317, 511,319




AT )(2>;SET VALdl, INITRO)*. 7 Jttl. VAK 11. IOXY)-. 26)52(DISPLAY VALdl. IN I TOO).VALdl. IOIY)
PROCOEF COU
KDOSEl 60, 65, ft. 17.12),12*.ltt.15t.lS6,1SI,110.112,11*.Itt.ltl.171,171, 17*.Ill
KOOSEl 112.116.191. 1»S,19«,20t,201.111.Ill,2)0, 231.1)6.1*0,2*1.2tt
KOOSEL 2t I. 2*9. 2S2. 219,291; 292, 29t,)OS,)10,)12,)l).)lt,)15.)20
KOOSEl 399
QUALIFY AINIETT
AT J(2) ;S£T VAK 11, INITRO)-.7)ttl. VALdl. IOXY)-.26S52;OISPLAY VALdl, INITRO).VAK11, IOXY)
PROCDEF CO31
K O O S E L 60. 65, 66. t7,12),12t.It*.1)»,161,17t,111.112,lit,191,195,199,201.201,211
KOOSEl 2)0,231. 236,2*0,2*1,2**,2*1,2t9,2Sl,290,292. 19t,)CS, 310.311,31)
K D O S C L 3U, 315,319, 520
K O O S E L 399
QUALIFY AINLETT
AT 3(2) ;SET VALdl. INITRO)*. 7)ttl.VAK 11, IOXY)'.26$$2;OISPLAY VAK 11, INITRO),VALdl. IOXY)
QUALIFY STAPRS
AT 320(2 ) ;D ISPLAY 'INPUT PSI(l.l). THEN TYPE GO'
PROCOEF COS2
KDOSCL 65, 66, 67,12*.1)7,1)9.1*1,1)1.It).161.171,111,112,195,l°«.20e.201,201.101
KDOSEL 226,230,2*9.252,219,290.192.29>,30S,31),Sit, 31S/S2C.329,3««
QUALIFY AINIETT
AT 3 (2 ) ;SET VALdl, INITRO)*. 7)ktl, VAK 11, IOXY)-.16)51jOISPLAY VALdl. INITRO).VALdl, IOXY)
PROCOEF COS*
KOOSEl 65, 66, 67,12*, 1)7.1)9, 1*1,15t, 165. 161, 171, 111, 112, 195, 199. 200.201, 206. 2211.2)0
KOOSEl 2*9,252,261,219,290,212.29*.305,513,31*.315, )19,)20. )29.)99
QUALIFY AINLETT
AT 3(2) ;SET VAK 11, INITRO}*.7)*»I,VAK11, IOXY)-.26S52;OISPLAY VALdl. INITRO),VAK 11. IOXY)
PROCDEF COS7
KOOSCl 62. 65, 66, 7»,12*.1)7,1)9,1SI.160.161,172,179, 111, 112,II),117,190,19),199




AT 3(2>;SET VALdl, IN ITRO)«.7)61). VAU 11, IOXY)..2t)l7;OISPLAY VAK11, INITRO).VAldl, IOXY)
PROCDEF C060
KDOSEl 62. 65. 66, 7t,12t,1)7,1)9.151,160,161,172,179,111,112,II), 117,190.19).199
KOOSEl 201, 206, 22t, 2)0, 2tl, 2*9. 252, 219, 190. 192, 19», )0), )!),)!*, MS, 319.310
K O O S E L 321,329
KOOSEL 399
QUALIFY AINIETT
AT 3(2) ;SET VAK 11. INITRO)-.7)11). VALdl, IOXY)..26)l7jOISPLAY VAldl, INITRO),VAldl, IOXY)
PROCOEF COtl
KDOSEl 62, 65, 66. 7t, 12t, 1)7, 139, 151, 160,161, 172, 171,181, 112, US, 117, 190, 195, 199




AT )(2);SET VALdl, INITRO)-. 73921, VAldl, IOXY)..26072;DISPLAY VAK11. INITRO),VAldl, IOXY)
PROCOEF COt)




QUALIFY AINIETT - -
AT 3<2>;SET VAK 11, INITRO)-.771*,VAK 11, IOXY)-.227f;DISPLAY VAK 11, INITRO),VAKll, IOXY)
PROCDEF COf*





AT 3(2);SET VALdl. INITRO)-.767)1,VAKll, IOXY)-.232»9jDISPLAY VAKll. INITRO),VAKll, IOXY)
PROCOEF COt)
KDOSEL tl. t). tt. 7t,137,139,111,112,US,117,181,190,195,197,199.201,206.221,2)0
KOOSEL Itl, 2)2, 219, 2.90. 292, 29t, SOS, )l),)lt,)lS, 520, 521,329.399
QUALIFY AINLETT
AT 3(2);S£T VAK 11, INITRO)-.71751,VALdl, IOXY)-.232t9;DISPLAY VAldl. INITRO),VALdl, IOXY)
PROCOEF C069
KDOSEL 62, tS, tt, 7», 137,1)9,111, 112,113,117,190,195,197,199,231,206,226,2)0,HI,252
KOOSEL 2I0.290,292,29».)OS.)1S,51»,31S,320,S21,522,329,599
n;sttlvl[( 11, INITRO)-.7I»79,VAKll, IOXY)-.23521;OISPLAY VALdl. IN ITRO),VAldl, IOXY)
40
Table 6. - Concluded.
C071 0000000 PROCDEF C07i
C071 0000100 KOOSEl S3. 62. 65. 66. 7».1J». 157.139.15t.KO. 172.179.111.182,115.187,190,195,197,199
C071 0000200 KDOSEL 201, 206, 226. JJO. 2*1, 2*9. JJ2. 219.290, 292. 29k. 50S. 51J, Jlk. 315,520. HI, J2J. 329,1(9
C071 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C071 0000600 AT 3(2) ;SET VALdl. INITRO)-.75kS2. VAL< 11. IOXY)-.2k5k«;DISPLAV VAldl, IN ITRO), VAL( 11. IOXYJ
COS8 0000000 PROCDEF COII
C08I 0000100 KOOSEL 19, 22, 13. Sk. SS, 60. 62, 6k. 67, 7k, S3.12k,137.139.157.158.160
C088 0000200 KOOSEL 162,165,166.169.170,171.172,173.17k,175.176,177, 178.179,111
C09> C C O C J O O KDOSEL 182,183, H7.190,195,197. 199. 206. 226. 227, 230. 235, 2kl, 2kt , 2k9
COC8 00001.00 KUOSEL 250. 252.271, 289. 290, 292,29k. 305,313. 31k. 315, 320. 521. 329.3*9
COI6 00005CO KDOSEL 353,366.367,368,369.370. J7k.375, 378,379,382,388.39k.395,399
C088 OOOGiOC QUALIFY AINLETT
COII 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VAK 11. IHI TRO)-. 75328, VAL( 11, IOXY)-.2kd72;DI SPLAY VAldl, INITRO),VAL(11, IOXY)
C088 OC01000 QUALIFY AN02
COII 0001100 AT 360(3>;SET DRACEX--0.S«QOAC>OISPLAY ORAGEX.DRAGEX.PSI ATM, 'DRAGEX • -0.5«QO«AC'
COS6 C001200 QUALIFY CONVTA
C08« 0001500 AT 0;SET MV(CS)-MV(53),MV(66)>MV(53>jOISPLAY MV(S3).MV(65).MV(66>
C08I OOOUOO SETPS 123,0.690
C089 0000000 PROCDEF COI9
COO 0000100 KUOSEL Si., 55, 60. 62. 6*. 67, 7k. »5.12«. 137.139.157,151.160.165.166.169
C089 0000200 KDOSEL 172.175,176,179.111,112,163,187.190.195,197.199
C089 0000300 KOOSEL 210,223.22k.226.227,230,235,2*1.2*9.250.252,JI9,29C,292.29*
C089 O O O O k O O KOOSEL 305,313,320,321,329,399
C089 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C089 0000700 AT 3(2);SET VAL( 11, INITRO).. 751*6,VAK 11, IOIY)-.2kl32 jOISPUV VAldl, INIT»0),VAldl, IOXY)
C089 0000800 QUALIFY CONVTA
C089 0000900 AT O.-SET MV(65)'MV{53).MV(66>-MV(S3);DISP1.AY NV(S3),MV(65),MV(66)
C089 0001000 SETPS 123,0.690
C090 0000000 PROCCEF C090
C090 OOOC100 KDOSEL 5*, 55, 60, 62, 6k. 67. 7k,12k,137,139,157.1S6,160.161,172,175,176
C090 0000200 KOOSEL 179,111,182,113.187.190,195,197.199,202.203,206,207
• C090 0000303 KOOSEL 201, 210, 215, 22k, 226, 227, 230, 235, 2k8.2k9. 250. 252. 273.1M.290
C090 C O O O k O O KDOSEL 292.29k.305.313,31». 315. 320. 321.329
C090 OOC0500 KDOSEL 399
C090 0000600 QUALIFY A I N L E T T
C090 OOG070C AT 3(2>;SET VAK 11, IN ITRO)-. 73I9.VAK 11. IOXY)-. 2611 jDISPLAY VAL( 11, IN ITRO), VAK11, IOXY)
C090 0000800 QUALIFY CONVTA
C090 0000900 AT 0;SET HV(65)-MV(SJ).MV<66)-HV<S))»DISPIAY MV(51).MV(65),MV(66)
C091 C000009 PROCDEF C091
C091 0000100 K D O S E L 5k. 55, 60, 62. 6k, 67. 7k. 96.12k,137.139.Ikt,137.156.160,161,172
C091 0000203 K D O S E l 175,176,179,181..1I2,113, 187.190,195.197.199.206. 208
C091 0000)00 K O O S E L 226.227,230,235,2k6.2k9.250.252.219.290.292.29k.305,313
C091 O O O O k O O KDOSEl 31k,315,320,321, 329,399 -
C091 OC00600 Q U A L I F Y A I N L E T T
C091 0000700 AT 3(2) ;SET VAL( 11, INITRO)-.7389,VAK 11. IOXY>>.2611;OISPLAY VAK 11, INITRO), VAK11. IOXY)
C091 0000800 QUALIFY EHGPOM
C091 0000900 SET ALPHA-).0;OISPLAY ALPHA
C091 0001000 QUALIFY CONVTA
C091 0001100 AT C;SET MVC65>-MV(61),MV(66)-MV(61>;OISPLAY MV(61),MV(6S),MV(66)
C091 000120C SETPS 123.0.690
COS2 C O O O O O O PROCDEF C092
C092 OOOC103 K D O S E L 5k. 55. 60. 62. 6k, 67. 7», 1)7.139.1*8.175.176.181.182.163.117.190,US
C092 C C C 0 2 C O KDOSEL 197 ,199 ,206 .201 ,226 .227 ,230 ,232 .2k8 , 252,265. 266
C092 CC3030C K O O S E L 2 6 7 , 2 6 8 , 2 7 C , 2 7 1 , 2 7 2 , 2 1 9 , 2 9 0 , 2 9 2 , 29k, 3C5
C092 COOOkOO KDOSEL 315,31k,315,320, 321,329. 399
C092 C000500 Q U A L I F Y AN02
C092 OC00600 AT 360(3 ) ;SET ORAOEX— 0.S'QCACjDI SPLAY DRAGEX.DRAGEX.PSI ATM,'DRAOEX • -0.5«QO»Ae'
C092 0000700 QUALIFY CONVTA
C092 0000800 AT 0;SET HV(65)-MV(53),HV(66)•*¥<53);OISPLAY MV(53),MV(65),MV(66)
C093 0000000 PROCOEF C093
C09) 0000100 COMACH5
C093 0300200 KDOSEL 96
C093 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C093 0300600 AT 3(2 ) ;SET VALU1, INITRO)-.65370k,VALC11, IOXY)..3kk296jOUPLAY VALdl, INITRO),VAL( 11, IOIY)
C093 0000700 TUNHOPT )
C09k 0000000 PROCOEF CO9k
C09k 0000100 COHACH5
C09k 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C09k C000700 AT i(2);SET VAL( 11. INITRO)-.7628k,VAL<11,IOXT)-.2)716jOISPLAY VALdl,INITRO).VAL(11.IOIY)
C09k OOOC600 TUKMOPT 3
C095 0000000 PROCDEF C095
C095 0000100 COMACH5
C095 C000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C095 0000700 AT 3(2>;SET VALC U. INITRO)-. 7kl6,VALdl. IOXY)-.25131)0ISPLAY VALdl. INITRO).VALdl. IOXT)
C095 0000800 TUNNOPT 3
C096 0000000 PROCDEF C096
C096 0000100 COHACHS
C096 0000600 QUALIFY AINIETT
C096 C000703 AT 3(2} ;SET VALdl, INITRO)*. 76kl6.VAL( 11. IOXY>«.2)312)0 ISPLAY VALdl, IN ITRO), VAK 11, IOIY)
C096 0000800 TUNNOPT )
C097 0000000 PROCDEF C097
C097 0000100 KOOSEL 5k, 55. 60, 62, 6k, 65, 66, 67, 7k,12k,137;l)9,181,112,II),187, 190,195,197
C097 0000200 KDOSEL 199,226,2)0,2k8,252,260,269,290,292,19k,305,313,31k,315,320,321.329,399
C097 0000500 QUALIFY A I N L E T T
C097 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAK 11, IN ITRO)-. 77016, VAK 11, I OXY)..2291k;DISPLAY V»Ldl, IN ITRO), VAK11, IOXY)
C097 0000700 QUALIFY ANOZ
C097 0000800 AT 360(3);SET OBACEX--0.5'QOACjOISPlAY ORAOEX,ORA6EX«PSI ATM,"DRAOEX • -0.5»QO»AC'
C097 0000900 TUNNOPT 3
C097 0001000 QUALIFY ACMBSTR
C097 0001100 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP.XSTE,'SUBSONIC COMBUSTION'
COHACHS 0000000 PROCDEF COMACH5
COMACH5 0000100 K D O S E L 5k. 55, 60, 62. 6k. 65. 66. 67. 7k.12k.1)7,1)9,157,158.160.162,165,171,176.179
COMACH5 0000200 KDOSEL 181,182,18),187,190,195,197,199,20S,226,230,2kl,2k9,232,210,219,290,292,29k,305









S t e a m s u p p l y
to HRE/AIN ' S t e a m ejector
Nitrogen storage
Schematic layout of the NASA -.Lewis - Flum Brook Hypersonic Tunnel Facili ty(HTF).
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Figure 1. - NASA - Lewis Research Center's Plur. Brook Station r.ypevsonic
Tunnel Facility (HTF) and the Hypersonic Research Engine/
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a. With respect to AIM center!ine.
b. Also looking upstream, igniters #2 are inclined 30° clockwise.
c. Plug welded prior to reading 57.
(b) Combustor configuration and parameters.
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t = 214.24 sec.
Test cell pressure was high which
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t = 215.14 sec.
Test cell pressure was high which
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Reading 94
t = 218.74 sec.
Test cell pressure was high which
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Fuel flow measurement malfunction for IB
indicates no fuel flow from injector IB.
However, IB manifold pressure indicates
flow rates about as planned, similar to
1A, The performance program used fuel
flow from 1A only.
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Reading 96
t = 313.54 sec.
Test cell pressure was high which
resulted in increased pressures
in the AIM nozzle.
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t = 322.01 sec.
Test cell pressure was high which
resulted in increased pressures in
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